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Let n(x; ~Pt, ~o2; fl, ?) be the number of primes p from Z[i]  such that p=-fl 
(mod ?), N(p)~<x, q~l ~< arg p ~< ~P2. We prove that for sufficiently large x 
4y(~o2 -- ~ol) 
n(x + y; (~1, (P2; fl, 7) - g(x ;  ~ l ,  f~2; fl, "~) 2ntp(?) log x 
if only x 2/3 + ~ <~ y = o(x) and q~2 - ~1 >> x l -  1/3)+ e This improves Maknys' result 
which is xll/16+e<~y=o(x) and tp2--~0 t ~>x t 5/161+~. 9 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A lot of papers concerning the distribution of values of arithmetic func- 
tions in short intervals have appeared recently. By studying the behaviour 
of the yon Mangoldt function A(n) in (x, x+h] with h=o(x), we obtain 
information about the number of rational primes in this interval. The func- 
tion/~2(n) can be used to obtain an asymptotic formula for the number of 
square-free numbers which lie in (x, x + h]. 
In the present paper we shall consider some analogous problems for 
imaginary quadratic fields. Methods of solutions for such problems were 
given by Hecke [1, 2]. However, the first systematic approach to the 
problems eems to have been due to Kubilius [3]. 
The purpose of our paper is to sharpen Maknys' result [5] which is an 
estimate of the distance between consecutive prime ideals of imaginary 
quadratic fields in sectorial domains with the constant 11/16. We obtain 
2/3. 
Let Q(x / /~)  be an imaginary quadratic field with the class number h, 
d is a square-flee number. For simplicity we shall consider only the Gauss 
field Q(i), actually, it is sufficient o assume that h = 1. 
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For any ~7/ [ i ]  let A(ct) be the generalized von Mangoldt function 
given by 
~log N(p)  if ct is associated with pk, k ~ N 
A(~) lo otherwise, 
where p is a prime number, N(p)  is the norm of p. By tp(~) we denote the 
generalized Euler function, the number of residue classes mod ct which are 
relatively prime with ~. For any r, yeZ[ i ]  with (/3,7)=1 we denote by 
n(x; tpl, ~o2; r, 7) the number of primes p from 7][i-] such that 
p=-fl (mod 7), N(p)<.x  (*) 
~01 ~< arg p ~< tp2 0~<tpl < tp2 ~< 2m 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
THEOREM. Let x, y be real numbers uch that x 2/3 + ~ <~ y = o(x), e > 0 is 
arbitrary. Then 
7C(X + y; q) l, (I02 ; r ,  ~) -  '/[(X; q) l, q)2 ;fl, 7)~" 
4y(~o2 - ~ol )
2~q~(7) log x 
(1) 
if ~Pz- q~l >> x(-1/3)+~, where the ~.-constant depends on fl, 7, e. 
COROLLARY 1. For any e > O, there are infinitely many rational primes 
such that p = a 2 + b 2 with a, b ~ 7] and Ibl ~< pl/6 + L 
COROLLARY 2. Let r be a distance from a center o f  any disk to the origin 
o f  coordinates. There exists ro such that if r > r o and the radius o f  the disk 
is greater than r 2/3 + ~, then there is at least one prime p from 7] [i] in this disk 
satisfying p = fl (mod 7). 
Remark. In the general case, for any Q(x/--~-d), it is possible, via the 
Hecke theory of ideals, to obtain the formula 
g(x + y; qh, r fl, 7) -- g(x; q~,, q~2; fl, 7) ~ gY(cP2 -- r 
2~h~;0(7) log x' 
(l') 
where g is the number of units of Q(x/r-~--d) and n(x; ~Pl, tP2;/3, 7) denotes 
the number of primes from any fixed class of ideals which satisfy (*). 
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3. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
Let us recall that the Hecke zeta-function with the Hecke character 
-~,,(~) of the second kind, the Groessen character, is defined by the series 
Z(S, ~'~m)_w_ 2 :t: ~m(~ ) N-'(ct), 
credo 
where * denotes that ~ runs over all nonassociated integers from Y[i], 
Re(s) > 1. The character Z,,(~) is defined by 
Sm(~) = Z(~) exp(4mi arg ~) 
with the group mod 7 character g. 
Hecke showed [1, 2] that Z(s, &,) has an analytic continuation in 
the complex plane, where it is an entire function, except Z is the trivial 
character, in this case Z(s, &,) has a simple pole at s = 1. 
Immediately from the definition we have 
LEMMA 1. / f  Re(s) > 1, then 
Z'(s, ) _ ~ ,  A(~) Sm(~) N-S(~). (2) 
Z(s, 3,.) ~,~o 
LEMMA 2. Let NM(a, T; 7) be the number of zeros of Z(s, Sin)for all 
.E,.(~) with Iml <~ M and all the group characters mod 7 in the rectangle 
89 1, rIm(s)l ~< T 
Then there ex&ts a constant C= C(7)> 0 which does not depend on a such 
that 
and 
NM(a,T;7)~(TM) 3(' ~)(IogTM) c if M~I  (3) 
N0(a, T; 7) '~ T3(I '~) (log T) c. (4) 
The proof of this lemma is similar to the proofs of theorems 12.1, 12.2 
from [4], see also [5, 6]. 
The next lemma gives an universal approach to the problems of distribu- 
tion of values of arithmetic functions defined on integers of Q(,j~Z-d). 
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(Analogue of the Ramachandra Theorem [7]). Let for LEMMA 3 
Re(s) > 1 each of the series 
Fm(s, x)= ~* a(ot) , , ~-)Zte jexp(4miarge) ,  m=0,_+l,_+2 ..... 
0ts~O 
be representable in the form 
Fro(s, Z) = (Z(s, ~-.~m) z dm(S , Z), 
where z E Q(i), Iz[ <2, z does not depend on m, s/re(s, z) is representable by 
the Dirichlet series convergent absolutely for Re(s) > 89 Let in the rectangle 
89 ~ ~< Re(s)~< 1, IIm(s)l ~< r
the following estimations hold 
NM(a ,T ;7)~7(TM)B( ] -~) ( IogTM)  ~ if M~I ,  (5) 
No(tT, T; y) ~ T n~ -~)(log T) D~ (6) 
with the constants B, D independent on M. Let 
S(x, y; ~o,, ~o2; z) = ~*  a(~) X(ot) 
x<N(c( )~x+ y 
qal ~< argot ~< cO2 
'fof  - Fo(s, •)(x + v)" i ds dr, I(x, y; z) ~ (,) 
where r = c(log 2/5 x)(log log x) 1 and C(r) is positively oriented circle of 
the radius r centred at s = 1 with s = 1 - r removed. Then if0 ~< ~ol < q~2 ~< 2~, 
q~2-~o~ > x (-~/s)+~ (~>0) 
S(x, y; ~o~, ~o2; z) 
-cP2-cPl  [I(x, y ;z )+O(yexp( -c ( log l /3  x)( loglogx) 1))]. (7) 
2 
Proof Let cp2-qh =s We choose A such that 0<A </2, the exact 
value of A will be defined later. By the Vinogradov lemma (see [8, p. 14, 
Lemma A]) we have 
g2+A ~.  
~* a(oO Z(a) = ~- a(cr Z(cr 
x<N(~c)<~x+ y x< N(~.)<~x+ y 
(Pl ~< arg~ ~< ~o 2 
+ ~ am ~* a(~)Z(~)exp(4miarg~). 
mv~O x<N(ct )<~x+ y 
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The sum over m we split into two parts: Im[ ~M,  Iml >M.  For Iml > M 
we use the estimation 
1 ( r io  
with rl = [log x], M = log 2 x/A. 
Thus 
Im~U am ~* a(e))~(e)exp(4miarge) 
x<N(ot l~x+ y 
~<2 Z la(~)l ~ (rif2)'~A "~ 
x<N(~.)<~x+y m>M mrl+l 
=O(  ~)_< la(ot)l(Qrl Y'~ 
x<N( ~x+y \MA,] / 
f #/ Q ,~ logx\ 
yx  ~ - -  =~ tlog.) ) 
= O(y lx  ~-  ~) 
(it follows from the form of F,,(s, Z) that la(~) X(~)I ~< v(N(~)) = O(x")). 
We shall estimate the sum 
E am E* a(~) )~(~) exp(4mi arg ~). 
Im l~M x<N(~)<~x+ y 
By the inversion formula for the Dirichlet series we obtain 
~* a(~) )~(c 0 exp(4mi arg c~) 
x<N(ot)<~x+ y 
1 f<+ iv (x + y ) ' -  x s 
--27ti c ir Fm(s, z) s ds + O(y log 2 x /T )  
with c = 1 + (1/log x). 
We take To=exp(cl log 3/5 x) with the constant Cl >0. We divide the 
interval [To, T] into subintervals of the form [T1,2T1], namely, 
[To, 2To], [2To, 4T0], .... Further, we divide the interval [T1, 2Tl] into 
subintervals of length 40 logZ(T1 + [ml ). For each such interval Rn by ~n we 
denote a maximal real part of zeros of Z(s, &,), where Iml ~<M, whose 
imaginary part belongs to R,. Let 
~;,= ~ + 3a(1 - ~n) if ~n<8, 
~ '~=~+b(1-~. )  if ~ >~oa, 
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where a, b, ~9 are such that 0 < a < b < 1, 0 < ~9 < 1. By R', we denote an 
interval obtained from Rn by parallel translation to Re(s) = ~'n. We join the 
end points of neighboring R', by a horizontal line. We denote this curve by 
M(T~). Joining the end points of M(To), M(2To) .... by horizontal ines 
we obtain the curve H 1 which we shall call the Huxley-Hooley contour. 
A similar construction can be found in [9]. 
The points 1-bo+iTo, 1-go- /To  with &o=c~(log-2/3(To+M)) 
(log log(To + M)) ~ we join by the contour H2 consisting of 
L~ : the line segment [1 - bo - iTo, 1 - 6o], 
L2, L3: the lower and upper edges of the cut in the complex plane 
along the line segment [1 - go, 1 - p], 
Cp : the positively oriented circle of the radius p centered at s = 1 with 
s = 1 - p removed, 
L4: the line segment [1 - 6o, 1 - 6o + iTo]. 
Let H = H~ u H2. 
It follows from the estimation of zero-free regions of Z(s,--:m) that 
F,,(s, Z) (Iml ~< M) is analytic in the region bounded by H. Similarly as in 
[7] we have 
Fm(S,X)~.(T+M) ~ for s~H, Re(s)~<~9+b(1-~9) 
F,,(s, X),~exp( log(T+M)) m b) 
for s~H, Re(s) ~>~9+b(1 -oq). 
On the horizontal segments of H 
Fro(s, Z) ~ (T + M)L 
Let 6 = Cl(lOg-2/3(T+ M))(log log(T+ M))-~. 
Let us divide the segment [89 1 -6]  into segments of the length 
( log(T+M))  -1. We obtain the vertical strips of height 2 (T -To)  and 
width (log(T + M)) - 1 
Let us count the total length of the vertical segments of H occurring in 
the strip with the abscissa of the left end a'. We have 
fM~,) Idsf ~ NM(a, T; ?)( log(T+ M)) '~ 
with a '=a+3a(1-a )  (for a~<8) and a '=a+b(1-a )  (for a>,9). 
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(o I ~< arg~ <~ (02 
f2+AF l__l_ fc (x+Y) ~-x" ds a(~) Z(c0 = 2~ [_2rti Fo(s, Z) s 
P 
+ O(log 2 x) y/T) + O(y exp( -c2 log 1/2 x))] 
+O(\,m,~Mmax l ,.Iy[(T+M)~((TM)~ ~ 3.,)-~),-,~ 
+ exp(log3~ - b)(TM)) 
+ o(y/x '  ~). t8) 
We shall use the estimation [a,,l=O(~02-q~l). The formula (8) holds 
under the assumption 
T3C:(l o)(l-b) 3n < X. (*) 
Let T=exp(clog 2/3 x)> To, M=x (1/B)-~ (e>O)  and let a be such that 
B(B- l -e)(1-3a)- l<l ,  0<a< 1/100. (**) 
Let b be such that 3(1 -b )< 1/100 and ,9 be such that (*) holds. The asser- 
tion of lemma holds if we take 
A = x ~- l/B) + ~ log2 x = O(x ~- l/B) + 2~). 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
First let us note that the assertion of Lemma 3 is valid for the function 
Fm(s, )(.) = (Z(s, ~m)) z ,~m(S, z)(Z'(s ,  ,-,~m)) mlog n2 g(s,  2m), 
where nl, n2e N w {0}. 
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Let /3, ~, be fixed integers from Z[i] such that (/3,7)= 1. We use 
Lemma 3 for the function 
~m(S) = ~ ~(~) Fm(S, x) 
z 
= Y'. 2(/3) ~*  a(0r Z(~) exp(4mi arg g), 
x ~ N'(~) 
where Z runs over all characters of the multiplicative group of the reduced 
residue system mod y. By the orthogonality relation for characters we have 
1 ~ E* E* 
r ~(/3) a(~) Z(u) = a(~). x<N(ct)<~x+ y x<N(~t)<~x+ y 
~t ~- fl(mod ~, )
It follows from Lemma 1 (Eq. 2), Lemma 2, and Lemma 3 with B = 3 that 
~'* A(ct) 2(q~2-q~ f c Z'(s'F-~ (x+v)~ l dsd l )  
x < N ( ot ) <. x + y -'~-~-"~ ) P Z ( sr' S O-----~ 
~ fl(mod y) 
~'1 ~< arg~ ~< ~o 2
From 
+ O(y exp( - c(log 1/3 x)(log log x) - l ) ) ] .  (9) 
Z'(s, ~o) 1 ), 
- -  + ~ b . (s -  1 
Z(s, ~o) s -  1 ,=o 
we obtain 
f c  xS 1 =Y o~_ldS=y. 
The assertion of the theorem follows from (9) by partial summation. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Corollaries 1 and 2 follow from the theorem immediately. 
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